MAKE YOUR WAY to the MALTA POKER FESTIVAL
Terms and Conditions

1. Play cash game and win a tickett for MPF Main Event (worth €550):
Players who play a minimum of 80 hours at our cash game tables between the 01st and the 31st of October win a seat
for Malta Poker Festival Main Event Day 1 A (worth € 550). Before seating down at any of our cash game tables, players
have to “check in” giving their casino card to a poker supervisor and check out when leaving the game.

2. FREEROLL 0+0 1 TKT GTD for MPF Main Event (€550 worth) every Saturday at 15:00:
From the 01st to the 24th of October, every Friday at 16:00 and Saturday at 15:00, there will be a special Freeroll 0+0
with rebuy and add-on as followed:
Buy-in
Stack
Blinds
Rebuy (10,000 chips)
Addon (25,000 chips)

0+0
10,000
15’
€5
€ 10

Late Reg

8 levels

Players can rebuy at any time when their stack is 10,000 or less; players cannot miss one hand to rebuy. The winner will
get a seat for Malta Poker Festival Main Event Day 1 A (worth € 550).

3. BEST HAND awarded €100 everyday:
Cash game player only can participate in this promo. Every day at 4am, the highest hand shown during a cash game
hand in that day is awarded with €100 in cash as followed:
Starting from when the first cash game table of the day begins, players and members of the staff have to make sure
that the best hands are flagged to a poker supervisor. Poker supervisors will take note of the best hand and the player.
At 4am, the player with the best hand who is still at the table during the last 24hrs, will be awarded with €100.

4. € 10,000 Leaderboard Extra Bonanza:
€ 10,000 LeaderBoard ExtraBonanza is our special Leaderboard reserved for Cash Game and MTT players active from
the 01st of January 2018. Please, check with a poker supervisor for full info & details;

5. Book a seats for our SPECIAL FREEROLLS 2 TKT gtd for MPF (from 25 th to 31st of October):
Every day between the 25th and the 31st of October, there will be a Freeroll 0+0 with 2 Tkts GTD for Malta Poker Festival
Main Event Day 1 A (worth € 550) with 150 soft cap (named Special Freeroll 2 Tkt GTD). Everyday 50 seats will be
reserved for players on first come first serve basis on presentation of the free roll ticket collected from our poker desk.
Indeed, from the 01st to the 24th of October, all our MTT and Cash Game players will get a FREE GTD SEAT per day to
these special freerolls by registering with a poker supervisor. Registered players will get a special card that will
guarantee them a seat for the Special Freeroll 2 Tkt GTD and free buffet (buffet will be open every day from the 25th to
the 31st of October from 8pm). Every player can register for only 1 Seat per day. In order to have their seat guaranteed,
players have to register in the special freeroll 2 Tkts GTD before the end of the first break, after level 4.
For Special Freeroll 2 Tkt GTD structure, please read section 2. FREEROLL 0+0 1 TKT GTD for MPF Main Event (worth
€550)

